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Abstract
High Valued Educational Buildings (HVEB) in Cairo are buildings containing one or more value such as historical, esthetical or functional etc... and some of them are registered as historical monuments.

These buildings can be classified into two categories, the first are those buildings which were originally built to provide the educational function. The second were built to serve other functions and were reused later to provide the educational function.

Most Cases existing in Cairo belong to the second type and their origin goes back to palaces and luxurious villas established in the 19th and 20th century. Reuse of heritage buildings in Cairo was a common action to fulfill the needs of population growth.

Initially, the conflict is obviously physical, where the buildings are exposed to almost common incursions as a result of negligent use and negative reactions.

The conflict could be explained too in another way, as at the time these buildings were built, the public and the elite didn’t share much common cultural interests. Builders and nowadays users are totally apart in their cultural backgrounds. Users do not recognize (HVEB) as their own heritage icon, history and identity.
The paper shall deal with political, cultural, economical and social factors as well as the historical background and laden values in (HVEB). Also, it will explore the common harms which inflicted to the buildings, which led, in some cases, to emergency evacuation and closings.

The study shall also discuss formal and legal policies dealing with (HVEB) status, mutual effect between buildings and users, users’ opinion about these buildings and to how extent the educational function is fulfilled. It shall include too a number of detailed case studies.

The study aims to produce a comprehensive vision helping to further understanding of reusing high valued heritage buildings. As a result, an effective integrated conservation plan respecting the surrounding conditions could be devised. The study recommends the need of creative thinking, innovative ways of actions and methods to first surround and then overcome the problem. The actual goal is the possibility to create solutions to benefit from the present status of valuable educational buildings to act as a tool towards raising awareness of the upcoming generations to preserve their heritage instead of misusing it.
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1 **Identifying and categorizing (MEB).**

This is a study about value-laden educational buildings i.e., buildings containing one or more value such as historical, atheistically or functional, and have been reused as educational buildings. Some of these buildings are, however, registered as historical monuments.

These buildings can be classified into two categories; the first are those buildings which were originally built to provide the educational function. The second comprises buildings built solely to serve various functions, other than educational ones, and later on, were re-used to provide educational functions.
2 Reasons of existence

The transformation of palaces to re-use for educational functions was due to different reasons as shown below.

2.1 Political Reasons - July 1952 revolution principles

The 23rd July Revolution principles -especially nationalization laws- right of free education, and liquidation of differences among various layers of the Egyptian society.

The Egyptian constitution issued in Jan 16, 1956, confirmed in articles 49 and 51 the following:

i. Education is a right for all Egyptians (guaranteed by the state) which shall establish schools, cultural and educational institutions.

ii. Education is compulsory and free in the primary stage in governmental schools.

Every day school project
Is the project which allowed using every land space available as an educational space, including the reusing of the royal’s family and pasha’s palaces schools.

Note: Also donations by original owners of palaces played an important role in reusing them as schools before the 1952 revolution.

2.2 Economic and Social Reasons.

As a result of military conflicts and wars such as 1956 and 1967 aggressions, supporting liberalization movements in various parts in the Arab and African countries, acute financial shortage affected the domestic obligation of the state including the educational sphere.

Due to limited number of schools, evening classes system was introduced to accommodate the huge number of students. In some cases the same school was working for 3 periods daily. Inspite of this the capacity of each class was higher than normal.

2.2.1 Effect of narrowing the gap between different social layers.

Internal migration from country side to big cities especially Cairo, came as a result of obvious difference in the economic rise in such cities, in addition to the gradual lessening of the psychological barrier between laymen and the elite of the pre revolution epoch. Residents in main cities soared from 42.63% in the year 1996, to 43.09% in the year 2006, from the growth population.

2.2.2 Continuing of population increase.

It is considered the prime and main factor for the continuous need of more school buildings as the population in the year 2006 reached 76,699,427.
2.3 **Historical Reasons, History of creating the high valued urban settlements.**

Going through several ages, urban settlements were established, each expressing its original age, circumstances, history, culture etc, such Islamic era with its different ages up to the French occupation and Mohamed Aly’s family rule thereafter.
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It is hard to mention all of the (MEB) cases belonging to all of these ages. Just a quick highlighting will take place on Mohamed Aly’s Royal Family period as the majority of the cases are located in the settlements belonging to this age.

2.3.1 **Famous (MEB) s located in the most important historical urban settlements**

The start will be with Shoubra, the first district settled by Mohammed Aly himself.

- Mohamed Aly palace (built between 1808 & 1821) has been reused as faculty of Agriculture, Ain Shams University. On year 2000 a wall separated the still existing educational zone and the other part rehabilitated by Supreme Council of Antiquites (SCA).

- Tosoun Pasha Palace, built on 1869, reused as a school on 1927. Four schools are now occupying the surrounding previous garden zone.

- The kiosk annexed to Touson Pasha stable –Omar ibn el khabab primary school is occupying it now.
Mohamed Said pasha palace built on 1855, reused as AL Tawfekeya Secondry School on 1886, the palace has been demolished on 1995. But the school is still occupying the same place.

- rahimeya School
- neya School

in Hussien Kamel Palace, Masr Al Gubbeya school

Factors affecting (MEB)
Among factors affecting (MEB) status, the study shall review on the policy making and the economical one.
3.1 Policy Factors:

3.1.1 General Authority of Educational Buildings (GAEB).

GAEB is a governmental entity affiliated to ministry of education and responsible of planning, designing, construction and maintenance of educational buildings. Real Estate Department, being part of the GAEB, has the authority either to buy the valuable educational buildings or return them to their original owners. The maintenance departments in GAEB classify buildings according to their construction dates. The oldest category comprises buildings established before year 1950. As such no real importance or special attention is attached to the value of the building.

Only in cases of buildings officially registered as (antiquity), recommendations for any required maintenance, repair, demolition etc., shall apply upon consultation with the Supreme Council of Antiquities SCA.

3.1.2 Supreme Council Antiquities (SCA).

It has been established pursuant to Republican Decree no. 82 for the year 1994, and comes directly under supervision of the minister of culture. SCA has supervisory responsibilities over all officially registered antiquities, among them a number of (MEB), even if they were evacuated and are no more performing educational functions, such as Saeed Haleem Pasha palace – El Nasseria Pereparatory school (evacuated) and Casdagli palace – Aly Abdulateef school (still performing).

3.1.3 Heritage Conservation Committee.

It is affiliated to the Housing Directorate, Cairo Governorate. Since its inception it conducted, through many working groups, various surveys of valuably distinguished buildings within the capital. Such surveys were later subject to various revisions. Later on, law no. 144 for the year 2006 was issued with the main purpose of conserving high valued buildings. The law prohibits demolition of any such buildings unless it constitutes imminent danger to the users or upon final judiciary verdict.

3.2 Economic Factors:

The economical factor, however, is clearly expressed in ability of the individual person to satisfy his essential needs and requirements, including suitable dwelling, good nourishment, and effective education. This last need is affected by the continuously increasing numbers of students, which surpass schools capacities. Deterioration of the economic status, due to low income and inability to cater for required daily materialistic needs among other various problems – may lead students to quit studying, which is generally known as “Students Leakage”.
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Naturally, and as a result of all such circumstances, it becomes very hard to convince such a citizen to understand the need to know and to be aware of heritage values, unless his essential and primitive physiological and safety needs are satisfactorily fulfilled.

These conditions have, for the ordinary citizen, ultimate decisive attitude towards negligence and non awareness, or even mere appreciative feelings towards valuable buildings. This is the first step of estrangement between the individual and heritage world in general and educational buildings in particular. In this section, site research observations points will take place as a reflection of the actual Public heritage awareness considering the case of (MEB).

4 Case Studies

It is hard to figure out detailed individual cases, so it would be much more practical to mention chosen cases exposed to common harms.

4.1 Common Physical harm

(MEB) are exposed to almost common incursions such as: electrical connections, sanitary installations, painting on walls and pillars, and hanging objects on walls. They also similarly need constructional support either for roofs, staircases and many other elements. Some of the cases really approached a highly sensitive harm scale, as slab failure, which led to an emergency evacuation and closings.
General incursions to most of the (MEB) cases

Constructing individual buildings either for the direct educational function or for a certain service through:
- Additions on the building itself.
- Extending some parts of the building vertically.
- Constructing whole new buildings in vacant areas.
- Closing façade openings.
- Covering existing open areas in the buildings.
- Supporting structural failures of slabs and stairs.
- Replacing new stair steps.

Walls and floorings
- Replacing original deteriorated floorings with new ones.
- Re painting walls and ceilings.

Electrical connections
- Adding electrical connections to fulfill educational lighting, computer rooms and other needs.
- Installing ceiling fans.
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Toilets
- Building individual toilet units in the playground.
- Replacing original sanitary units with other ones.

Sanitary installations
- In some cases new sanitary installations are added.

Other incursions
- Painting on walls and columns.
- Covering walls with coloured papers.
- Hanging a lot of guiding charts.
- Drawing and wrighting on walls as negative actions from some students.

Other harms
- Destruction of whole heritage buildings and building new modern ones.
- Destroying façade ornaments breaking.
- Wall cracks appeared after 1992 earthquake.
- Destruction of wooden doors and smashing windows glass.

The cases could be evaluated through two trends:
4.1.1 General awareness of the importance of (MEB)

Site visits to various (MEB) revealed that majority of users, teachers and students lack the least adequate awareness of their building value.

However, rare individuals are aware of the importance of high valued buildings and can sometimes influence the surrounding users about it.

The librarian in Masr Al Gadeeda Girl’s School, was well aware of the heritage importance in respect of identity and culture. She was keen on collecting data about the palace of Sultan Hussien Kamel, and organizes it manually in volumes.

It was noted that privately owned and managed (MEB) s, financially well – off through high fees and parent’s donations, can afford suitably maintained building and surrounding environment.
Although the researcher explained importance of highlighting these positive cases, she was banned from entering or even photographing. This confirms that heritage awareness cannot be confined only to materialistic capabilities. As such, the attitude towards only materialistic conservation cannot create the required awareness.

4.1.2 Compatibility of (MEB) with educational function needs

It is essential, as well, to gauge the efficiency of valuable educational buildings in fulfilling the educational function requirements.

Using the established environmental designing criteria for educational functions, such as treatment of lighting, temperature, and sound factors, and their effect on designing elements such as orientation, formation, landscaping, etc… and also the areas and other different architectural elements needed for the students on one hand, and ensuring their safety on the other.

The following cases prove that buildings designed and constructed basically to perform the educational function achieve this requirement, while the reused buildings fail to fulfill them in many aspects.

Some cases:
- Ahmed Abdul Aziz School, Students get their classes break on sequential order as the playground’s capacity is not enough for all students. Also it suffers a problem with orientation and lighting because of the narrowness of the surrounding spaces between the school and the neighbouring buildings.
- Talat Harb Al Faneya School, Greenery doesn’t achieve the needs of the educational purpose, while the corridors are not wide enough for the passage capacity.

These schools are Commonly lacking emergeny exits, or safety aspects such as the direction of doors openings and the necessity of having a clear vision on a proper height through glass panels in partitioning doors. Also the structural system appears to be inadequate to the rough conducts of students, resulting in the need to support stairs and ceilings.

5 The effect on users – needs, culture, identity

All previously mentioned observations about the physical harms impacting these buildings resulted into a critical disturbance in the relation between (MEB) from one side and the users and decision makers from the other as regards cultural identity awareness. The disturbance aspects could be mentioned as follows:

User’s opinions towards the building - Teachers and students.
- In Saeed Haleem Pasha Palace (Al Nasseria Preparatory School), after being evacuated and closed, one of the side wings of the building was used temporarily as a primary school. The students didn’t even know the Arabic word for ornaments “zakharef” naming them as “matahef” which means ‘museums’ in English.
- In Shweekar Hanem Palace, Kasr El Dobara School, one of the teachers was wondering why the researcher has chosen this building as it is not really highly valued because the façade ornaments, in his opinion, are not too many!!

Unfulfilling the student’s needs, Maslow
- In el Ibrahimeya School, at the time the heritage building was evacuated and closed, waiting for decision either to demolish or keep it, some students were annoyed that the capacity of the building to which they were transferred isn’t enough for them and asked that a fast procedure should be taken even by deciding to demolish the old building.

- As previously mentioned, students are not able to enjoy or fulfill their needs within the present incapable educational environment. In addition, students – sometimes – suffer from hard living circumstances such as low incomes, poor housing, nourishment, health and streets and traffic difficulties, etc … . According to Maslow all of these could be considered as a great barrier towards perception of the valuable heritage around them.

The question still persists whether the economic status and other surrounding obstructions shall continue to act as hindrances towards developing and promoting heritage awareness, or there is still a possibility to create ways and solutions to benefit from the present status of valuable educational buildings to act as a tool towards raising awareness of the offspring and coming generations to preserve and maintain their heritage instead of misusing it.

The economic factors accumulated through many generations accompanied with negligence towards educating and developing the case of awareness must not be (the unconquerable giant). Solution is very difficult but not impossible. It needs creative thinking, innovative ways of actions and methods, courageous efforts to first surround and then overcome the problem. It is noteworthy that the Egyptian culture was famous of assimilating foreign cultures and civilizations reproducing them as a pure Egyptian product. However, the cultural gap that existed between the public and elite in Egypt during the last 200 years has not yet been fully bridged. This is proven through continuous indifference towards various elite cultural architectural products, represented for this study, in valuable educational buildings. This is the logic outcome of loss of cultural awareness.

Since 2008 till 2016, the case of MEB was not solved, yet some givens has changed towards a higher complications, as the

6 Recommendations
According to real facts, evacuating HVEB will not be available due to economic shortage and the urban narrowing

Reformulation of the existing reuse (indirect methods to spread heritage awareness):

Political context (Legislation and coordination level):
- Launch a documentary campaign of the HVEB in which should include different aspects (the building itself and its history, laden values, location to the surrounding urban, relation to the surrounding society, the cultural history and the surrounding changes and others)
- Activate the existing laws and pass new ones needed for conserving the non-monumental heritage buildings in order to coordinate dealing with them, set and put dissuasive sanctions for any encroachments to the building.
- Pass laws concerning tax breaks in order to attract investors for further uses to the buildings, conditioned by conserving them.
• A full coordination should take place between different authorities responsible of the case of HVEB, either they are monumental or not in order to avoid any contrariety and to unify the efforts.
• A member of Heritage Conservation Committee should join the consultant committee of the General Authority of Educational Buildings (GAEB).
• Formal codes for reusing monumental and heritage buildings should be produced.
• Find different solutions to reduce the number of students attending MEB, in order to accommodate the buildings’ ability to afford loads and motions.

Social and cultural aspects:

• Students:
  - work on classical conditioning between the youth and the value laden buildings.

Students’ Appearance and daily activities

• Give a distinctive and a unique character for every school throughout strictly and firmly applied internal regulations concerning the students’ behavior towards the building.
• Choose a logo for the school and a sign for the students to distinguish the HVEB’s students from others.
• Issuance of a booklet about every school of the case in which includes its history of the building; to boost awareness of users (students, employees and teachers), of heritage importance.
• Get benefit of the worldwide researches and experiences of such similar cases and how they dealt with the surrounding environment and organized the meant by activities.
• Unusual suggestions should be adopted:
  - If there is a possibility of evacuating some buildings from the educational function, they could be kept as schools still, but within a different type of education. Or, to accept limited number of students and the priority will be to the students who proved themselves and were distinguished while attending a training course concerning heritage, or mastering a type of art or others. And in return they would get benefits such as scholarships.
  - launching an annual festival in order to define the history of this schools and to be supported by media and meant by authorities.

Curricula

• Set Curricula and activities needed to develop the heritage awareness to the students.

Cultural awareness
• Write Short stories about the original owners of the palace.
• Spread the culture of how to deal with heritage buildings through workshops (identifying different architectural styles, building materials and others).

**Teachers**

• Organize training courses and workshops for teachers dealing with HVEB buildings
• Advantages should be offered to whom have the ability to apply such training content in reality.

**Decision Makers**

• Organize an annual specialized conference to put together the conservation specialist and the users of such reused buildings as schools, hospitals or others.
• Organize symposiums.
• Workshops about building, intervention and maintenance method.

**Society**

• Organize public symposiums and lectures for the community in order to spread the awareness of conservation issues, under the supervision of the meant by authorities.
• General media support subsidized from the state.
• Outsourcing of scientific researches in different fields as the social, Psychological and other fields.

**Economic context**

• Invest in the HVEB "while being occupied by the educational function":
  As the educational buildings are vacant through the summer vacation, midterm vacation and Weekly holidays, in addition to the evening and night times after the school day activities are done.
  So, it is possible to allow activities in the building, in order to serve the surrounding community, such as exhibitions, filming television programs, or others. This could afford the school an income as a percentage of the activities’ revenue, in which could be used to provide services for students or for the building’s maintenance.
7

Further Researches:
Finally, a following research took place by the author in order to achieve a balance between benefiting the community throughout the buildings’ new uses and conserving them. As in many cases in Egypt, either the concept of museumizing buildings within the absence of visiting museums culture, or reusing the building in a vital function to the community such as this paper’s case and all of the negatives actions resulted.
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